
Cartography helps Olympic bid

Ted Florence

Toronto, Ontario Canada wanted to play host to the 2008 summer Olympic Games. Avenza Systems Inc.
became involved in the submission of the bid book for the host city candidacy and used MAPublisher ex-
tensively in the creation of the maps for the bid book.

In the fall of 2000, Avenza was contacted by a member

of the Toronto 2008 Olympic Bid Committee concerning

the mapping requirements for the candidate city bid book.

The committee member involved was familiar with

Avenza's mapping capabilities and its MAPublisher soft-

ware from previous work with the City of Toronto Parks

and Recreation Department part of which resulted in the

production of the Toronto Bicycle Map.

As part of the bidding process each candidate city is re-

quired to submit an approximately 600-page document

outlining how that city intends to play host to the world in

2008. This document, which is usually comprised of 3 vol-

umes includes information concerning the location of each

event, the location of athlete, spectator, media and sponsor

accommodations and details as to the city's transportation

infrastructure and financial, marketing and logistical plans.

It was explained that the bidding process is extremely

competitive amongst the potential host cities, which in-

cluded Paris, Istanbul, Osaka and Beijing, and that the

Toronto committee felt it extremely important to present ac-

curate and good-looking maps in order to gain a competitive

edge over the other bidders. Other than representatives from

Avenza and staff of the Toronto Olympic bid committee it-

self, the bid book team included architects, planners and

graphic designers. Together their job was to turn a mixed

bag of GIS data, architectural and planning drawings and

concepts for a 21st century Canadian city into the most accu-

rate and eye-pleasing set of maps the International Olympic

Committee (IOC) had ever seen. This had to be done while

conforming to a strict set of design criteria set forth by the

IOC which included colour use and the requirement for each

map to be presented in several languages. And of course

there was a firm time schedule.

After several meetings it was determined that Adobe Il-

lustrator would be used as the graphics platform and that

MAPublisher would be used to take the geographic data into

Illustrator and prepare the maps for insertion into the bid

book. Avenza's job was to prepare an initial set of world,
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Ted Florence is President of Avenza. This material was first pre-
sented on the company website: http://www.avenza.com/

An illustration from the bid book: The Olympic
Waterfront Concept map
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The Golden Horseshoe map from the bid book



North American, regional and local maps as well as a map

template for each of the sporting venues. In addition

Avenza ensured that MAPublisher licenses were available

to everyone involved in the project who needed one in order

to work with the maps.

Avenza cartographers contributed by producing the

initial set of world, North America, Golden Horseshoe and

Greater Toronto Area maps along with a Toronto waterfront

template map upon which specific information related to

each sport could be overlaid. These maps were produced us-

ing Arcview shape file data supplied by the City of Toronto

along with world and North American data sets that Avenza

already had. The maps were delivered to the graphic design

members of the group in Adobe Illustrator format layered in

such a way that the artists could apply the specific map de-

sign requirements of the IOC and finalize them for

placement in the appropriate places in the bid document.

A template map was created for each venue in such a

way that it could be used over and over again for each sport

which was to take place at that venue without have to re-

make dozens of maps. The IOC required that every sport

have a dedicated section in the book with an included set of

maps. As many of the sports were to take place at the same

venue it did not make sense to produce maps individually

for each sport. Thus the template approach was taken

wherein all the non-changing information was kept on sepa-

rate locked layers and detail specific to each sport was

overlaid accordingly.

Due to the competitiveness of the bid process Avenza

was under a strict secrecy agreement such that even the

company's participation in the map work was not to be pub-

licized. The bid books were delivered to the IOC in March

and now the information contained in the bid documents is

open to the public.

Footnote: On July 13, 2001 the host city for the 2008 summer

games was announced in Moscow. Unfortunately for Canada, To-

ronto did not receive the games as they were awarded to Beijing.

Further map examples can be viewed at:

http://www.avenza.com/to-2008.html
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Society of Cartographers
38th Annual Summer School

Liverpool John Moores University
2-5 Sept 2002

The 2002 SoC Summer School is to be held at Liverpool John Moores, and will consist of a
stimulating variety of lectures, workshops, demonstrations, visits and social activities.

The summer School will be hosted by the School of
Social Science, and lectures will take place on the Henry
Cotton Campus, Webster St. The accommodation will
be based in Marybone Hall , Tithebarn St
(http://www.cosmopolitanhousing.co.uk/studenthomes
/index.html) which only opened last September. Henry
Cotton Campus is a city centre campus; car parking is
very limited, but the campus is well served by public
transport and the National Cycle Network. The Society
of Cartographers encourages the use of sustainable
transport where possible.

Call for papers

If you are interested in presenting a paper you should send an abstract to:

Steve Chilton,
SoC Programme Convenor,
Middlesex University,
Queensway,
Enfield EN3 4SF

Email: steve8@mdx.ac.uk

Phone/fax: 0208 411 5355

Registration

To go on the mailing list for booking forms and further details please contact:

Phil Cubbin, School of Social Science, Liverpool John Moores University, Henry Cotton Campus,
15-21 Webster St, Liverpool, Merseyside L3 2ET

Email: P.G.Cubbin@livjm.ac.uk

Phone: 0151 231 4045 or 4043/404 Fax: 0151 231 4359

Further details

More information will be available in due course from
the SoC website:

http://www.soc.org.uk/


